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Environmental Sustainability  | RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
MINECRAFT: TEACHER IMPACT GUIDE 
Grade Level: 7-9 | 75 Minutes, 1-2 Sessions    
 
Teacher Prerequisite: Play MinecraftEdu, Use Player Impact Guide (optional but recommended) 
Teacher Materials: Computer, projector (optional), MinecraftEdu, MinecraftEdu server 
Student Materials: Computer (individual or group), MinecraftEdu 
 
ABOUT MINECRAFT  
MinecraftEdu is a PC-based educational version of the 2009 sandbox construction video game Minecraft. As 
an entirely open world game, the build is made to give teachers ease of use and maximize control over the 
game to create fun, interactive lessons many subject areas. MinecraftEdu comes with two tutorial levels 
tailored for large classes and team-based learning. This supports instructors and students becoming 
acquainted with the many aspects of Minecraft while encouraging creativity and experimentation. This impact 
guide presents a key theme—resource management—and provides class activities, discussion prompts, and 
deliverables around this theme.  General information about Minecraft can be found at 
http://minecraft.gamepedia.com/ 
 

!

HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE 
Teachers: We have identified an interesting theme in the game. We recommend that you complete the player impact guide and play the 
game in order to reflect on your experiences as a player first. Then, think about how to incorporate the game and theme into your class. 
How have you experienced this theme? Will students experience it as well? How does it align with how you might normally teach them? 
Are there other important ones present in the game? What kind of impact does your play allow in the larger world? 
 
Teacher Impact Guides have potential lesson plans and classroom activities. Guides may include handouts for in-class student reflection or 
homework.   

 
CLASS ACTIVITY (75 MINIUTES) 
 

THEME: 
RESOURCE 

MANAGEMENT 

One of Minecraft’s most awe inspiring features is the extensive and near infinite land maps made up of resources 
embedded within dense forests, swampy jungles, snowy mountains, and vast oceans. Each of these unique biomes is 
tailored with the proper flora, creating a broad range of available organic and inorganic life in the game. However, 
resources are limited just as they are in the real world. Placing your students in any game space, whether open or 
contained, situates them in a space where they are confronted with choices about how they will cultivate and use the 
resources around them. Such decisions challenge players to think smartly about sustainability in order to achieve a 
long lasting and resource-friendly game environment. This rich environment provides students with valuable 
opportunities to gain experience managing limited resources as part of constructing a micro-economy.  
 
We have provided a lesson plan to help students think about designing and testing their creations. We also provided 
class discussion prompts to help students reflect on their play. 

PURPOSE To give students experience managing limited resources as part of constructing a micro-economy.!

OBJECTIVE 

To successfully cultivate, negotiate and secure resources in order to construct a castle by working collaboratively to 
analyze a problem; understanding the need and practical application of managing resources effectively; systems 
thinking; thinking creatively and conservatively under specific constraints; developing an understanding of the 
consequences resulting from their in-game decisions. 
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LESSON PLAN 
Divide students into small groups of 3-5. Assign each group the task of mining one specific resource needed for trading with other groups 
to construct a castle. Each group’s castle must be constructed using resources from every group, including their own. Groups must 
negotiate with each other to trade resources in order to build their own castle. Groups should also determine roles and responsibilities for 
each member of the group. Be sure to allocate enough time for each group to develop a plan together prior to beginning the mining of 
their respective resource.  
 
Once the groups have gathered their resource, instruct them to begin negotiating with the other groups to trade resources, emphasizing to 
the class:  
1) Groups need to think carefully about the conservation of resources for their own needs balanced with the needs of the other groups.  
2) Groups should consider the consequences of their decisions.  
 
Valuable resources you might assign to groups include: production of glass, redstone, diamonds, iron and other metals. Remind students 
that this activity encourages students to think about managing limiting resources as part of an emerging micro-economy. 
 
OUTCOMES 

• Completed castle constructed with available resources from the other groups 
• Small group presentation from each group sharing their creation 
• Student reflection and discussion on the challenges and successes during the activity 

 
QUESTIONS FOR TEACHER REFLECTION 

• How can Minecraft help students understand the way that resources are used in the real world? How might it change the way they 
approach everyday life? Can they learn more from their classmates? 

• How do the students respond to the given constraints of the activity?  
• Do these constraints cause them to reconsider the ways they think of managing their resources?  
• How well did the students negotiate with each other in order to cultivate needed resources? 

 
DISCUSSION PROMPTS 

• How did each group decide how much of their resource to mine?  
• How did each group delegate the work?  
• Were the groups able to negotiate effectively to gather what they needed?  
• Were the groups able to build their castles using all of the available resources? If not, why?  
• What challenges in resource cultivation, design and negotiation did they face given the resources they were able to gather?  

 
 
 
 


